Scalable video coders provide different scaling options, such as temporal, spatial, and SNR scalabilities, where rate reduction by discarding enhancement layers of different scalability-type results in different kinds and/or levels of visual distortion depend on the content and bitrate. This dependency between scalability type, video content, and bitrate is not well investigated in the literature. To this effect, we first propose an objective function that quantifies flatness, blockiness, blurriness, and temporal jerkiness artifacts caused by rate reduction by spatial size, frame rate, and quantization parameter scaling. Next, the weights of this objective function are determined for different content (shot) types and different bitrates using a training procedure with subjective evaluation. Finally, a method is proposed for choosing the best scaling type for each temporal segment that results in minimum visual distortion according to this objective function given the content type of temporal segments. Two subjective tests have been performed to validate the proposed procedure for content-aware selection of the best scalability type on soccer videos. Soccer videos scaled from 600 kbps to 100 kbps by the proposed content-aware selection of scalability type have been found visually superior to those that are scaled using a single scalability option over the whole sequence.
INTRODUCTION
Scalable video coding has gained renewed interest since it has been shown [1, 2] that it can achieve compression efficiency that is close to that of H.264/AVC [3] while providing a flexible adaptation to time-varying network conditions and heterogeneous receiver capabilities. Scalable video coding methods can be clustered into two groups according to the spatial transforms they utilize, block-based and wavelet-based coders. All scalable video coders enable postencoding flexible adaptation of video rate through signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), temporal, and/or spatial scalability [1, 2] . They employ motion-compensated temporal filtering (flexible temporal predictions, such as hierarchical B pictures in block-based scalable coders and open-loop MCTF in wavelet coders) to provide temporal scalability, followed by a spatial transform (wavelet or block transform) as shown in Figure 1 . Spatial scalability can be provided by compression of low resolution with prediction among layers in block-based coders, where wavelet transform inherently provides spatial scalability in wavelet coders. All transform coefficients can then be encoded using an embedded entropy coder to obtain SNR scalability. Alternatively, SNR scalability can be achieved by requantization. The scalable video compression standard, SVC [2] , is based on block-based scalable coding methods. However, the problem analyzed in this paper is common to all scalable video coding methods and the proposed solution is applicable to any scalable video coder including SVC. A survey of recent developments in scalable video coding can be found in [1] and further details on the scalable video coding standardization can be found in [2] .
Rate reduction by discarding enhancement layers of different scalability types generally results in different types of visual distortion on the decoded video depending on the rate and content [4] [5] [6] [7] . Hence, in many cases, the scalability type should be adapted to content type of different temporal segments of the video for the best visual results. There are only a limited number of works that investigate the dependency between scalability type, video content, and rate, and that present objective methods for scalability-type selection [ [4] [5] [6] [7] . In [4] , authors investigate optimal frame rate selection for MPEG-4 fine granular scalability (FGS), where they conduct subjective tests to derive an empirical rule, based on the PSNR. A metric for the optimal ratio of spatial and temporal information has been defined in [5] and compared with a threshold to select between the spatial and temporal operators. Optimal tradeoff between SNR and temporal scalability is addressed in [6] using some content-based features, where a machine learning algorithm has been employed to match content features with the preferred scaling option. A similar approach is followed in [7] where content-based features have been used to select one of MPEG-4 FGS modes based on an objective distortion metric defined in [8] . Other works on adaptation of video to available bandwidth by spatial and/or temporal resolution adjustment include those using nonscalable video coders [9, 10] or transcoding [11, 12] . In [9] , optimal rate adaptation is studied by varying spatial resolution, frame rate, and quantization step size using integer programming. In [10] , optimum frame rate and quantization parameter selection to minimize the mean square error (MSE) are presented with rate-distortion modeling and frame skip. In [11] , a content-based prediction system to automatically select the optimal frame rate for MC-DCT-coded video transcoding based on the PSNR is proposed. In [12] , the MSE distortion is used for rate-distortion modeling of multidimensional transcoding. It is well known that visual distortions cannot always be measured meaningfully in terms of MSE [13] . An example confirming this observation is shown in Figure 2 , where discarding SNR enhancement layer(s) results in lower MSE (higher PSNR) value, but is visually inferior to discarding spatial enhancement layer(s) at the same base layer bitrate. Hence, although MSE may be a good measure of distortions caused by SNR scaling, visual distortions due to spatial and temporal scalings (spatial-and-temporal-frequencysensitivity related distortions) cannot be measured accurately with the MSE [13] . Objective measures can be grouped as (i) those based on a model of low-level visual processing in the retina and (ii) those which quantify compression artifacts [14] . An early example of the latter type is [15] , where visual distortion for MPEG-2 coded videos is measured considering blockiness and a perceptual model. In [16] , subjective evaluation of videos coded with several coders, including scalable coders, is investigated and significant correlation is found with distortion-based objective metrics. We review examples of latter-type metrics in Section 2.
In this work, we study the relationship between scalability type, content type, and bitrate based on the assumption that a single scalability choice may not fit the entire video content well [4, 6] . We define an objective function based on specific visual distortion measures, whose weights are tuned to different shot content types at a given bitrate in order to choose the best scalability type for each temporal segment. The weights of the objective function vary according to the shot content type, since the dominant distortion may depend on the content (e.g., flatness may be more objectionable in far shots with low motion, whereas jerkiness may be more objectionable in shots with high motion). This requires video analysis to be performed for shot/segment boundary detection and shot-/segment-type classification. There is a significant amount of work reported on automatic video analysis [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , which is beyond the scope of this paper. Recently, specific content analysis methods have been developed for sports video [19] . Most of these methods can be implemented in real time or near real time. Content-aware video coding and streaming techniques have been proposed in [22] , where different shots have been assigned different coding parameters depending on the content and user preferences.
This paper offers the following novelties compared to the state of the art.
(a) We propose an objective function for scalability-type selection, and present a procedure to adapt the coefficients of the objective function to content-type and bitrate. Previous works, such as [6] , are experimental, which can determine the optimal operator but not the cost associated with choosing another operator. Hence, they cannot be used in an optimization framework (such as rate-distortion optimization or ratedistortion-complexity adaptation). (b) We propose a procedure for automatic selection of the best scalability type, among all of temporal, spatial, and SNR scalabilities, for each temporal segment of a video according to content, at a given bitrate. Other works consider only limited scalability options, for example, [6] considers only SNR and temporal scaling, but not spatial scaling.
A block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 3 , where a fully embedded scalable video coder is employed. Bitstreams formed according to different combinations of scalability options are then extracted and decoded. Low-resolution videos are interpolated to the original resolution. Finally, the above objective cost function is evaluated for each combination, and the option that results in the minimum cost function is selected. The paper is organized as follows. We discuss distortion measures in Section 2. Section 3 presents the choice of scaling options (SNR, temporal, spatial, and their combinations) and the problem formulation. Two subjective tests and statistical analyses of the results are described in Section 4. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.
VIDEO QUALITY MEASURES
It is well known that different scalability options yield different types of distortions [14] . For example, at low rates, Emrah Akyol et al. Step-I offline training
Step SNR scalability results in blockiness and flatness due to block motion compensation (see Figure 4 ) and high quantization parameter (Figure 2(a) ). On the other hand, spatial scalability results in blurriness due to spatial lowpass filtering in 2D wavelet coding (Figure 2(b) ), and temporal scalability results in motion jerkiness. Because the PSNR is inadequate to capture all these distortions or distinguish between them [13] , we need to employ visual quality measures [23] . It is not the objective of this research to develop new video quality metrics or verify them. We only employ such available metrics to develop a measure for scalabilitytype selection; the general framework is applicable with any choice of distortion functions as long as training is performed with the same set of functions. The following recently published measures (with small modifications due to the features of the codec) have been used in this work, although the proposed framework does not rely on any specific measures.
Blurriness measure
Blurriness is defined in terms of change in the edge width [24] . Major vertical and horizontal edges are found by using the Canny operator [25] , and the width of these edges is computed. The blurriness metric is then given by
where Width org (i) and Width d (i) denote the width of the ith edge on the original (reference) and the width of the decoded (distorted) frame, respectively. Edges in the still regions of frames are taken into consideration as done in [15] . significant edges). First, major edges using the Canny edge operator [25] are found, and the local variance of 4×4 blocks that contain no significant edges is computed. The flatness measure is then defined as
Flatness measure
where σ 2 org (i) and σ 2 d (i) denote the variance of 4 × 4 blocks on original (reference) and decoded (distorted) frames, respectively and T is a threshold value which is experimentally determined (any value between 70 and 80 was satisfactory for the threshold in our experiments). The hard-limiting operation provides spatial masking of quantization noise in high texture areas.
Blockiness measure
Several blockiness measures exist to assist PSNR in the evaluation of compression artifacts under the assumption that the block boundaries are known a priori [15, 16, 26] . For example, the blockiness metric proposed in [26] is defined as the sum of the differences along predefined edges scaled by the texture near that area. When using overlapped block motion compensation and/or variable-size blocks, location and size of the blocky edges are no longer fixed. To this effect, first the locations of the blockiness artifacts should be found. Horizontal and vertical edges detected in the decoded frame, which do not exist in the original frame, are treated as blockiness artifacts. Canny edge operator [25] is used to find such edges. Any edge pixels that do not form vertical or horizontal lines are eliminated. Alternatively, block locations can be determined after decoding the bitstream. A measure of texture near the edge location, which is included to consider spatial masking, is defined as
where, f denotes the frame of interest, and L is length of the straight edge, where we set L = 16. The blockiness of the ith horizontal edge can be defined as
The blockiness measure for that frame containing M edges, BM hor , is defined as
Block hor (i). Blockiness measure for vertical straight edges BM vert can be defined similarly. Finally, total blockiness metric D block is defined as
Jerkiness measure
In order to evaluate the difference between temporal jerkiness of the decoded and original videos with full frame rate, we compute the sum of magnitudes of differences of motion vectors over all 16 × 16 blocks at each frame (without considering the replicated (interpolated) frames),
where MV org (i), MV d (i), and N denote the ith element of the motion vector of the original 16 × 16 block, motion vector of the 16 × 16 block i, and the number of 16 × 16 blocks in one frame, respectively. Specifically, we perform motion estimation on the original video and denote the motion vectors as MV org (i) for block i. We then calculate the MV on the distorted video (temporally sampled frames if temporal scaling is used) and estimate the MV for the frame of interest (i.e., we scale the MV accordingly) and denote as MV d (i) for the ith block.
Dependence on the interpolation filter
In cases where bitrate reduction is achieved by spatial and temporal scalabilities, the resulting video must be subject to spatial and/or temporal interpolation before computation of distortion and for proper display. Then, the distortion between the original and decoded videos depends on the choice of the interpolation filter. For spatial interpolation, we use the 7-tap synthesis filter, which is reported as the best interpolating filter for signals downsampled using the 9-tap (9-7) Daubechies wavelet [27] . We verified that this inverse wavelet filter performed, on the average, 0.2 dB better than Emrah Akyol et al.
5 the 6-tap filter of the H.264 standard [2] . Temporal interpolation should ideally be performed by MC filters [28] . However, when the low frame rate video suffers from compression artifacts such as flatness and blockiness, MC filtering is not successful. On the other hand, simple temporal filtering, without MC, results in ghost artifacts. Hence, we employ a zero-order hold (frame replication) for temporal interpolation, which results in temporal jerkiness distortion.
CONTENT-AWARE SELECTION OF SCALABILITY TYPE
In this section, we first present a list of scalability options for each video segment, assuming that the input video is parsed (divided) into temporal segments and each segment is classified into one of K classes according to content type using a content analysis algorithm. Shot boundary determination and shot-type classification, which are beyond the scope of this paper, can be done automatically for certain content domains using existing techniques, for example, for soccer videos [19] . Next, we formulate the problem of selecting the best scalability option for each temporal video segment (according to its content type) among the list of available scalability options, such that the optimal option yields minimum total distortion, which is quantified as a function of the individual distortion measures presented in Section 2. Finally, the training procedure for determination of the coefficients of the linear combination, which quantify the total distortion, as a function of the content type of the video segment is presented.
Scalability-type choices
There are three basic scalability options: temporal, spatial, and SNR scalabilities. Temporal scalability can be achieved by skipping high frequency frames and their motion vectors following MCTF. Jerkiness may be observed at the low frame rate. Spatial scaling introduces blur (due to interpolation back to original size for display) and ringing. We observe that spatially scaled videos have lower PSNR (after interpolating back to original size) than their visual quality suggests (see Figure 2 ). SNR scalability is provided by the embedded entropy coding of subbands after temporal and spatial decompositions. We also consider combinations of scalability types to allow for hybrid scalability modes. In this work, we allow six combinations of scaling operators, shown in Table 1 , that constitute a reasonable subset of scalability options for the target bitrates (100-300 kbps), where the original resolution has been CIF-30 fps.
An objective function for scalability-type selection
Most existing methods for adaptation of the video coding rate are based on adaptation of the SNR (quantization parameter) only, because (i) it is not straightforward to employ the conventional rate-distortion framework for adaptation of temporal, spatial, and SNR resolutions simultaneously, which requires multidimensional optimization; (ii) PSNR is Considering the above limitations, we propose a quantitative method to select the best scalability option for each temporal segment by minimizing a visual distortion measure (or cost function). In [29] , a distortion metric which is a linear combination of distinct distortion metrics such as edgeness and temporal decorrelation has been proposed. Following a similar approach, we define an objective function of the form 
Distortion mapping procedure
In this section, we present a training procedure, including a subjective test (Subjective Test-I), in order to determine the coefficients α block (i), α flat (i),α blur (i), and α jerk (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ K) of the cost function for each content type. This procedure is summarized in Table 2 . The basic idea is to select the coefficients such that the objective measure (7) 
The solution of this problem is well known when H T H is invertible,
If H T H is near singular (which is not observed in our experiments), a regularized solution (in the Tikhanov-Miller sense [28] ) given by w i opt = (H T H + αI) −1 H T y, where α is the regularization coefficient, should be computed.
Potential applications and methods for complexity reduction
Potential applications of the proposed method include (1) Content repurposing: video stored at a server using embedded coding at a high enough bitrate can be downscaled to the target bitrate (CBR). Both steps in Figure 3 can be performed offline for this application. (2) Video streaming over time-varying channels: if the throughput of the user is timevarying, then a different target bitrate can be determined for each group of pictures (GoP), and the process becomes GoPbased rate adaptation by scaling option selection. The scaling option selected at the server side can be sent as side information so that the receiver (client) performs appropriate spatial/temporal interpolation, when necessary, for display. In the latter application, some additional steps may be taken to reduce the complexity of the proposed method for real-time rate adaptation.
(i) Distortion functions can be replaced with less complex ones. For example, the current jerkiness measure requires performing another motion search between downsampled frames. An alternative metric can be employed, which is based on only motion vectors between frames at the original temporal resolution computed at the time of encoding. Also, calculations that are common to different scaling options may be estimated from previously calculated values. (ii) A smaller set of scaling options can be tested depending on the shot type. For example, according to our experiments, spatial scalability was not preferred for most shot types. Hence, the option of spatial scalability can be excluded depending on the shot type.
RESULTS
We present two subjective tests, Test-I for training and Test-II for validation of the proposed scalability-type selection method. The goal of Test-I is the determination of the coefficients of the overall cost function for individual shot types using a training process. Test-II aims to evaluate of the performance of the proposed content-adaptive bitrate scaling system for an entire video clip which consists of several temporal segments to demonstrate that video scaled according to the proposed adaptive segment-based variation of the scalability type is visually preferred to videos scaled by using a single scalability type for the whole duration. The data set obtained from Test-I is also statistically analyzed to verify that the best scaling type depends on the bitrate, shot type, and user preferences. In our tests, a wavelet coder [30] is employed with four-level temporal and three-level spatial decomposition and GoP size of 32 frames, using advanced motion compensation (MC) techniques, such as variable block sizes, 1/4 pixel accuracy motion vectors, several MC modes as those used in the H.264 standard [31] , and overlapped block MC. For entropy coding, it uses the 3D embedded subband coder with optimized truncation (3D-ESCOT) [32] , which provides rate-distortion-optimized multiplexing of subbands that are independently coded by bitplane coding. Any other video coder can be utilized within the proposed scheme, with minor modifications to the distortion functions. Also, the subjective test to find the coefficient sets should be performed again with the new coder. For practical deployment of the proposed scalability-type selection method, video encoded at the highest resolution (rate) is taken as the original video at the server for the computation of distortion functions. Examples provided in the tests have been selected from the sports domain. In order to apply the proposed procedure to other content domains, the training step (presented in Section 3.3) and hence the subjective tests need to be reperformed.
Subjective Test-I
The goal of Test-I is to determine the coefficients of the objective cost function (6) options listed in Section 2.2 in random order without seeing the originals. For each "rate"-"shot-type" combination, each assessor was asked to rank the six videos using the three levels: good, fair and poor; with ties allowed. The video clips used are of 3-5-second duration at CIF resolution and contain typical shots from a soccer game. For the soccer video domain, we define 4 shot types according to camera motion and distance Type-1, far shot with camera pan; Type-2, far shot without camera pan; Type-3, close shot with camera pan; Type-4, close shot without camera pan. Examples of these shot types are shown in Figure 5 . We tested three different rates: 100 kbps, 200 kbps and 300 kbps. At these rates, all shot types other than Shot-3 (close shot with camera pan) are affected by flatness, blurriness, and jerkiness distortions; Shot-3 has blockiness instead of flatness as the significant artifact. Each subject evaluated four shot types decoded at three different bitrates with 6 different scaling options. For each subject, the evaluation is organized into 12 sessions, where in a single session a subject evaluated one shot type decoded at the same bitrate for six different scaling options. Calculation of coefficients given the results of Test-I is explained in Section 4.3.
Statistical analysis of Test-I results
We performed statistical analysis of the results of these subjective tests to answer the following questions.
(i) Is there a statistically significant difference in the assessors choices created by the scalability type selection? In other words, does scalability-type matter? (ii) Is the shot-content type a statistically significant factor in the assessor's choices of scalability type?
(iii) Is the bitrate a statistically significant factor in the assessor's choices in addition to the shot-content type? (iv) Are there significant clusters in the choices of assessors, that is, is the scalability-type preference userdependent?
To answer the first three questions, we applied the Friedman test [34] , which evaluates whether a selected test variable, for example, rate, shot type, and so forth, can be used to form test result clusters that contain significantly different results as compared to a random clustering. The Friedman test is especially a good fit for this evaluation since it does not have any distribution assumption on the data. The output of this test, ρ, is the significance level, which represents the probability that a random clustering would yield the same or better groups. A result with ρ less than 0.05 or 0.01 is assumed to be significant in general. We found that (i) clustering with respect to the scaling option is significant with ρ almost equal to zero, that is, scaling-type selection is indeed significant; (ii) clustering with respect to shot type is also found to be significant with ρ = 0.004; (iii) in addition to scaling type and shot type, rate is a significant factor in clustering with significance ρ = 0.001.
In order to analyze dependence of the results on user preferences, we first calculated the correlation of user scores. The correlations shown in Figure 6 indicate that there are two types of users: one group prefers higher picture quality over higher frame rate (type-A) and the other group prefers higher frame rate (type-B). Based on this observation, The autocorrelation of subjective scores shows a noticeable clustering of two groups of subject.
we clustered subjects into two groups using 2-mean clustering. We also determined the significance of the clustering by rank-sum test for each video. The separation of users into two groups is found to be significant at 5% level for 30 videos out of 72 videos coded with different scaling option, rate, and shot-type combinations. Most of these 30 videos that users' preferences differ are coded at low rates, which leads us to conclude that the difference in the users frame rate preferences increases as the overall video quality decreases. This observation is also confirmed by Subjective Test-II.
Distortion mapping
To map the subjective scores to objective scores, we define the subjective distortion score (SDS) of a video shot (segment) as
where S 1 and S 2 are the numbers of "good" and "fair" grades, respectively, and S max is the number of subjects. This is an empirical function that matches the visual quality (i.e., good, bad, fair) to objective measure in the range of 1-5. Alternatively, distortions also can directly be asked to the subjects and average can be used as measure, as done in [6] ; however, this requires a larger distortion measure set that may decrease the performance of subjective test, for example, subjects may be inconsistent to decide between distortion levels, such as between distortion levels 4 and 5, but are likely to make a more reliable decision among bad, fair, and good quality. Nevertheless, any of the methods will not affect the results significantly, as long as identical methods are used in both training and testing. We determine the coefficients of the objective cost function (7) for each shot type by least-squares fitting to corresponding SDS (10) , as explained in Section 3.3. The coefficient sets computed for all users together, and type-A users and type-B users separately, are shown in Table 3 , showing the variation of coefficient with respect to shot type. Also note that flatness and blockiness are not present in every shot type, which results zero coefficients.
To show that the coefficients computed at a given rate also perform well at other content and bitrates for a particular shot type, we computed the Spearman rank correlation between the SDS (10) and the ranking provided by our method as shown in Table 3 , on a new test set. Spearmen rank correlation is a useful metric to measure the performance in rankings [34] , and since rankings, instead of absolute values, are important to choose the best operator, we employed Spearmen rank correlation in this comparison. It can be seen that our algorithm finds the best or the second best scaling option from the six scaling options for most cases. Furthermore, the results of the Subjective Test-II confirm that coefficients found for a given shot type in a specific video will work for the same shot type in any other video. We also employed the well-known VQM objective measure, defined in [8, 35] , instead of our objective measure (7) in the proposed selection scalability option selection algorithm at several bitrates (see Table 4 ). 
Subjective Test-II
In this test, a new test video clip is divided into temporal segments according to the shot types defined above. For each temporal segment, the best scaling option is determined using our proposed method with coefficients determined as described above. The segments extracted with the best scaling option are then cascaded to form test video. It is important to notice that in this subjective test, videos are in cascaded form of different shot types, to show the merit of the proposed system under scaling-type changes from shot to shot, that is, the results of this test also include the end user satisfaction evaluated for the whole video with scaling option jumps. In this test, two comparisons are performed to answer two questions.
Does changing the scalability option with respect to content type really make significant difference in the visual quality of the scaled video when compared to using the same scalability option for the whole sequence? To answer this question, adaptively scaled video is compared to videos decoded at the same rate but obtained with all fixed scaling options, that is, subjects are asked to choose the most pleasing video among seven videos, six obtained from six fixed scaling options and one obtained by adaptively changing scaling type.
Is it useful to consider subject type (i.e., type-A or type-B as defined in Section 4.2) in determining the best scalability option? Changing the scalability option according to subject type requires knowledge of the subject type beforehand which makes the system rather difficult to implement, so learning the extent of the improvement when subject type is used will be beneficial for practical application scenarios. To answer this question, subjects are asked to choose from Table 4 : The performance of our optimal operator selection algorithm: the Spearman rank correlation, the subjective rank of the option that our algorithm finds, and the subjective rank of the option that another objective metric finds (applicable for only all users part), respectively. VQM results show the VQM measure (scale 5) for the video with highest visual quality. videos which are content adaptively scaled with coefficient sets tuned to their specific subject types versus tuned to general type.
The results confirm that content adaptive scaling provides significant improvement over fixed scaling as shown in the first row of Table 5 . Majority of the subjects prefer dynamically scaled video to any constant scaling option for all bitrates tested. The performance gain obtained by separating the subjects into two groups, in addition to content adaptivity, is presented in second row of Table 5 . The effect of subjective preferences on the scalability operator selection is observed to be somewhat important at low bitrates and not important at higher rates; a result which was observed in the first subjective test also. An example of chosen scaling preferences for different types of subjects is shown in Table 6 . Note that in this part, we compare content adaptive scaling to content and subject adaptive scalings.
This result agrees with the observation that "information assimilation" (i.e, where the lines are, who the players are, which teams are playing) of a video is not affected by the frame rate but "satisfaction" is [36] . At high bitrates, spatial quality is high enough for information assimilation and the best scalability operator is selected mainly from satisfaction point of view which leads to similar choices of scaling option for all users. At low rates, picture quality may not be good enough for information assimilation. Hence, information assimilation plays a key role on optimal operator selection for type-A subjects; where for type-B subjects satisfaction is still more important in determination of optimal scaling choice, resulting in significant clustering among subjects in the subjective evaluation of videos coded at low rates.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we propose a content adaptive scalable video streaming framework, where each temporal segment is coded with the best scaling option. The best scaling option is determined by a cost function which is a linear combination of different distortion measures such as blurriness, blockiness, flatness, and jerkiness. Two subjective tests are performed to find the coefficients of the cost function and to test the performance of the proposed system. Statistical significances of the test variables are analyzed. Results clearly show that best scaling option changes with the content, and content adaptive coding with optimum scaling option results in better visual quality. Although our results and analysis are provided for soccer videos, the proposed method can be applied to other types of video content as well.
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